Estimating the contribution of bacteriophage to the dissemination of antibiotic resistance genes in pig feces.
The transfer of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in the environment is a threat to both human and animal health. However, the contribution of bacteriophages to the dissemination of resistance genes via transduction is rarely explored. In this study, we screened pig feces from three commercial farms in China for 32 clinically relevant ARG types to assess the presence of the ARG population in bacteria and bacteriophage and further to estimate the contribution of bacteriophages to the dissemination of antibiotic resistance. We found that bacteriophage DNA contained 35.5% of the target ARG types and sul1, blaTEM and ermB were found in 100% of the phage DNA samples. The most abundant genes in the bacterial population were ermB and fexA whereas ermB was the most abundant in bacteriophage. In contrast, floR was the least abundant ARG in both populations. Also, the ratio index of the abundance of ARGs in bacteriophage and bacteria was firstly used in this study as an estimator of bacteriophage ability to transmit ARGs. The ratio for qnrA was the greatest (about 10-1) and differed from the most abundant bacteriophage ARG ermB. In addition, fexA had the lowest ratio value (about 10-6) and not floR. These results illustrate that ARGs abundance and detection rates used alone probably be not suitable for comprehensively judging the contribution of bacteriophage to the dissemination of antibiotic resistance. A more suitable model is the application of three indices; occurrence rate, absolute abundance in bacteriophage and the ratio value as warning and monitoring tools for environmental ARG assessments in bacteriophages.